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1. Overview

THE9 Token is a rebranding version of 9CO. Given that, we already clarified our big dream holding the sharing 

philosophy about 9CO, those thoughts will transform into innovative model with its modification and refinement, 

followed by constructional transmission.

[The maintenance of previous 9CO whitepaper v2.0's philosophical frame]

The concept of sharing economy has been initiated by recognition that we should think about fairer sharing, 

both for the opportunity and acquisition. That is based on the rational thought based on the ideal that we 

should equally co-participate in value generation, and share it by unit so that all the outcomes can be equally 

distributed

However, it is never the same as simplistic communism; that never means just-equal distribution ignoring 

each participant's self-output. Rather, what it aims is proportionate distribution in accordance with each 

participant's self-input amount, and its maintenance from the beginning until the end.

But such ideal could not work as it is. In most value-economy including sharing economy, the first step for 

platform-establishment is exclusively planned by only minor number of capitalist and investors; it is only 

they reach the sale stage when all participants can join. As such, the structure in which 10 people generate 

15 values instead of 10 so everyone can get 0.5 more, cannot exist. 

What we see in real world is, when 10 people generate 10 values, 3 out of them are taken by generator; and 

the reminder seven are shared by those 10 people. When looking at only the remainder 7's distribution, it 

seems fair among; but of course, only those have initially led platform-establishment will be happy. And if 

such situation continues, with accumulating discontents and inequality, things will end up with all participants' 

dissatisfaction and deviation.
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The shared value economy of the crypto-economy has moved separately from the capital inflation system 

since its beginning. For its generated value, in the same context and regardless of its amount, will not cause 

capitalistic information through its incorporation into real-monetary system.
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With such advantages, 10 people can participate in the shared value economy of the crypto=economy system 

to create 20 additional new values that do not exist. Accordingly, each person can take two, making everyone 

happy. Furthermore, those generated 10 values are not incorporated in real monetary economy-system, 

without causing any inflation in capital value. 
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Then, now we obviously can say that an additional value which never existed now is newly born. To add, unlike 

the business-planning step where co-participation of capitalist and investors does not cause any problem, 

in initial step it is critical that all participants should have same chance to join the system with the same 

value; only being so, the fair participation and acquisition-world can arrive. In other words, when Genesis 

of the new cryptocurrency economy shared value system begins, the input capital of existing investors or 

capitalists is recognized. However, in the Genesis step, where a new crypto-economic sharing starts by any 

kind of structure blockage, it is important that all participants are guaranteed with equally fair chance for 

participation; only that assures the prosperity of crypto-economic sharing-value system.
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[Innovative establishment of Whitepaper version 3.0, complementing visions 

revealed in whitepaper 2.0]

Through such establishment, THE9 Tokens realizes the value-sharing system centered on crypto-economy, where 

fair opportunities and acquisition values are shared regardless of participation time. With that, the whitepaper 

3.0 has pursued the fundamental value that any value should hold only with clear payoff system for participators’ 

input and output, even when more various and numerous members join with distinct positions and roles.

By must-be-clear input, output and payoff by participation, the big data are created through kiosk infrastructure. 

And those big data eventually form blockchain platform; as such, as the real tokens for global participators, kiosk 

infrastructure and values, the THE9 Token economy is activated establishing natural ecosystem. 

To realize cryptoc-economy value-sharing system, an infrastructure integrating authority over ownership, 

operation, control, and decision must be established. Without integrative decision on projects to accommodate 

the expansion in the business and services, and to as-many-as-possible global participators, the realization 

of cryptocurrency value-sharing system will be very hard. 

Therefore, while presenting an innovative kiosk-infrastructure’s construction model, we get integrated rights 
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involving the follows: (1) the sole ownership, (2) free operation, and (3) right of management control for 

remote monitoring all over the world, and (4) decision-making on proposals which are helpful for value-

sharing in the crypto-economy. It builds a global platform taking advantage of blockchain, enabling its stable 

and safe growth and expansion, based on the bigdata created and updated by continuous additional projects.

On the contrary, THE9 Token-Economy’s ecosystem allows different business-actors, opposite to the existing 

platform-business structure where an uniform sharing-value philosophy is forced on everyone, can freely 

participate without any approval process from the Foundation (operator) — Decentralized business-structure.

What all those explain is: the Project of THE9 Global Kiosk Platform for the Crypto-Economy Zone.
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2. Purpose of Development

(1) Changed structure in the Whitepaper 1.0.

① The token structure of Whitepaper 1.0.

- ERC20

- 9CO Token: The one for investment purposes to fund the kiosk-production. 

-  T9 Token: The one aiming at further stability fitting the process of payment in the kiosk, and fitting profit-

payment for 9CO token-holders who invested on kiosks.

② The modified token-structure in the Whitepaper 2.0

- ERC20

-  The existing 9CO token and T9 token are integrated into the single 9CO-token, and kiosk investment’s 

purpose will no longer be mentioned. Only the two processes — kiosk-based transaction and additional 

marketing-support for the kiosk-operators — will be involved.

③ New token-usage in the Whitepaper 3.0

- ERC20.

-  Escaping from simplistic transaction and marketing system of previous 9CO token, taking advantage of 

kiosk platform having transformed into a global network, our business model will be innovated with: (1) 

integrated mileage used for payment in stores, (2) combination and payment of virtual assets, and (3) 

Defi-business operation based on kiosk franchises’ sale goods; as such, the 9CO will be rebranded as THE9 

Token — that is our new-start.

-  Besides supports of the consumer payment at kiosks and marketing-support for franchises (who run 

kiosks’ installation and operation), the payoffs and compensation for all participants also will be expanded.

-  They involve all participants in the THE9 token ecosystem’s cycle, where big data’s spontaneous growth 

and expansion spontaneously, with all processes covering from its generating, usage and updating, in 

which kiosk-based purchase information, sales information, product information, distribution information, 

and product evaluation are included.

-  Our kiosk platform, using blockchain for global kiosk-infrastructure, maximizes the local accessibility 

through linkage with electronic wallets, so that anyone all over the world can join the business.         

(2)  Developed as : Payment-type tokens for supporting customer-payment 

and transaction in the franchise store.

• For customers (who use or invest on THE9 tokens): the partnership service associated with payments, 

rewards, and marketing will be supported, in all the kiosks and electronic wallets linked with the THE9 

Token. 

• For franchise (those running Kiosk's installation and operation): we provide support for mileage-type 

rewards which is cost-free, and for stable funds-management through pre-purchase system. 

• For exchange with other cryptocurrencies: While locality is maintained through each country's kiosk 

system, just alike the current monetary systems, further application of additional exchange rate between 

THE9 and other cryptocurrencies will be given, based on the rate evaluation. 

• Expected outcome : Based on integrated mileage service, global Defi-based payment platform will be 

newly established and make up a big ecosystem.
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(3) Current application structure of blockchain system:

① Contract verification : 

ERC20 Adoption of blockchain system - for mileage transaction between stores and guests by adaptation 

of blockchain, and the use contracts.

② Generation of bigdata and compensation for its use: 

Existing kiosks have been based on Windows and Android, and each of them carried out its own independent 

role. Following order received, it has carried out substituting function of manpower through unmanning 

process, while the function of POS and CAT transaction were for the paid stores were also covered for the 

cash, credit card, points, and gift certificates.

More important thing, behind the simple-looking payment function and unmannedness, were the collection 

and integration of information involving sales and purchase, but its full accomplishment would be impossible; 

that was the limitation of currently-known kiosks’ functions and values.

However, we would like to obtain important information generated between the franchises and the 

consumers involved in the sale and purchase. For collecting and integrating relevant information, the 

authorization will be needed; for that purpose, we began an innovative business model by supplying kiosks 

for free rather than charging it.

That is, the information generated by integrated authority on kiosk-management, including ownership, 

operating rights, control, and decision-rights of kiosks, will be established as bigdata and integrated into 

blockchain system. As well, THE9 tokens, a token for payment and compensation, will be issued and 

distributed for various global participants; for all those processes, the blockchain system will be used.  

③ DeFi contract and compensation

Integrated milege deductionIntegrated milege reward

Integrated milege paymentCash payment

Contract verification: The structure-map of blockchain system(ERC20)
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Generation of bigdata and the compensation for its use.

1. registry information of kiosk

- information of products, price, and stores

2. sale information of products

-  including information on transaction, products, time slot and 

date.
Data Data 

generationgeneration

1.  Statistics provision on the transaction (for institution 
and individuals)

-  Information including sold products, price, location, date, and 

time slot.

2.  It provides the real-time usage data and geographical 
information.

Examination of Examination of 
contractcontract

1.  Planning on the supply and distribution with analyses on 

the data accumulated in the blockchain system.

2.  Associating the real-time usage data, with the data on the 

local area where the kiosk were set, for the benefits in the 

sale and service.Data usageData usage

(4) Future extension of blockchain’s applicability

To date (October 2021), more than 3,000 kiosks have been installed and operated in tourist attractions and 

downtown stores in China. In the case of Korea, the installation has been done for general stores, hotels 

in Jeju, landmarks and inland tourism-attractions; and by 2021, totally 7,000 have been contracted and 

1,700 have been installed. Each of kiosks serve as the terminal equipped with a computer, payment-device, 

and communication-network, becoming itself a node in the blockchain. Operating now as the integrated 

Dapp, THE9 token is currently in development of its interlocking function with electronic wallets, in order to 

provide convenience in the payment, compensation, and use. Big data is generated as it is traded through 

kiosks and electronic wallets.

Big data is generated as it is traded through kiosks and electronic wallets. For example, if a customer 

purchases a product from a kiosk and receives orders, payments, and delivery remotely through an electronic 

wallet, big data in large will be divided into two categories: typical information and atypical one, which are 

generated in the process of products’ sale, review, etc. For example, the big data acquired through agreement 

and behavior of customer are acquired through: (1) the typical information including customer’s contacts, 
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purchased goods, means of transaction, and amounts along with addresses, and (2) atypical information like 

satisfaction degree, store’s cliental service, and relative evaluation against other companies’ products.

As such, the data will be collected through services including the good’s sale, reservation, delivery, and 

ticket-issuance, and subsequently the big-data will be formed in blockage with blockchain system following 

its classification, analyses, transformation, assembly, and updating. In response, will be shared with the 

central and regional government, institutions, institutes, central and local governments, institutions, research 

institutes, universities, companies, and individuals who have been authorized with the data usage through 

blockchain certification (e.g., for staking of DID, node ID, and specific cryptocurrencies). With their use of 

blockchain data, information is added to make the update.

Node(1) Node(n)

kiosk commerce and 
typical-data blockage 

kiosk commerce, and 
blockage in the atypical data

THE9 payment by 
token

Products review, and 
viral by acquaintance

sharing

Certification

sharing

Acquisition of data 
usage

Data
Update

Value Up Data
becoming in blockage

Data Value Chain

Date Nonuser Group

institution individuals

Data
User

The big data, updated with participation of various members, has higher value as it grows and expands further. And 

regarding commercial data and additional information who safely circulates in the blockchain, its re-application 

to the franchise stores will have the effects on: (1) general use for the customer marketing, and (2) demand-and-

supply time-point for the food materials transaction, for each country and region’s franchise stores, and (3) the 

financial assessment for the loan based on the revenue.
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Sale data by store * menu

Demand-prediction data by store * 
menu

will be supplied to food-material 
provider associated with each store

Monthly data for each store * month

Used as reference in evaluation for 
financial assets, by loan banks.

As another example, in the case of ticket-issuing kiosks installed in tourist-attractions, theaters, 

performances, and stadiums, the data for simple but untact and unmanned reservation and ticket-issuance 

can have predicting effects on the future demands by social class. In turn, that can lead to the further use for 

sightseeing, experience curation, and further promotion plans.

(5) The main services for constituting THE9 Token ecosystem

① Integrative mileage service

② Pre-purchase subscription service & DeFi

③ Service center as transactions' herb for crypto-assets.

④ Bigdata mining service using kiosks' transaction histories.

3. Management Policy

(1) Overview on basic policies

• For customers using THE9 tokens (mainly for payment purposes), it is important to secure payment-

system’s stability through minimizing value-fluctuation, as well as its persistency and universality by which 

the transaction can be made anywhere and anytime. • For the part of merchant (the store accepting 

payment by THE9 tokens), it is also important to accept the token as a payment-method, and to take it 

based on the legal-tender standards so that it will serve as the universal means for transaction.

• For the part of THE9-Token Foundation (including the part of its operators), it is important to secure the 

wide range of payable places, and to secure the transaction stability despite the increase of token’s value. In 

addition, it also matters to pay with the transaction value desired by franchise stores, and to maximize the 

investing-customers’ participation with appreciation of token’s latent usage-values.

• Along with this, supporting the marketing for the increase in the kiosk users and revenues in the franchise 

stores, is samely important for further appreciation in the token value, and for its universal usage.
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• Finally, for the sake of payment-system’s stability and persistency regardless of value’s fluctuation, it is 

important to hold deposit policy with multifaceted payment-method summing up to token’s total value in 

circulation.

• With the increase in the deposit assets, the fluctuation of the circulating token’s value can be lessened. 

Besides, with more participants owning and using THE9 token, the sum value of deposit assets will be re-

increased, and it will multiply itself thanking to THE9 token-policy. 

THE9 token
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purchase

The total 
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cash/sales 
good

payment/
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circulation value

Increase in the 
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The goods 
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(2) The explanation on the THE9 token’s management policy

①  Regardless of issuance amount, the payment-value of THE9 tokens is limited to: (1) the total-
volume of THE9 token’s circulating on real transaction centers, and (2) the value run as the 
deposit-asset based on the THE9 token’s sale revenue, and kiosk platforms’ business profits 
(having come from deposit product-values).

-  The values in circulation = the amount of deposit assets

-  Generating the sharing values for crypto-economy: by the time each participant contributes to meeting 

deposit-asset criteria, the newly generated value will be shared by the unit of 1/n.

-  Besides, THE9 token owned by its operator will be supplied through market-participation method in which 

the agency sells through the transaction centers, in order to maintain the value-levelling despite token 

value’s possible fluctuations, in combination with method of the open market-recruitment (e.g., IEO).

② For the owners of THE9 token in circulation:

-  For the sake of true value-sharing system based on THE9 token crypto-economy, as well as fair 

participation, the lockup and unlock-up policy will be made (but that does not apply to the amount for 

normal transactions)

-  The THE9 tokes which have been  locked up for a certain period of time, after its contribution to meeting 

the foundation’s deposit-asset criteria, will be partially unlocked-up based on certain estimation and 
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criteria, with relative proportion set for each period. 

-  Its unlocking process will be assigned to operation agency, and run with schedule notice dealing with its 

order, rates and methods/procedures in correspondence with contribution made for its development. 

Then those unlocked parts will be left for participation in the further transaction.

③  Generating business-values for operators (foundation) : When the deposit-asset’s value are 
met with the operation-policy on the platform-derived profits, out of all the owned lockup 
amount, the value corresponding for the differential in increase will be unlocked-up, being 
used for transaction.

-  Only for deposit assets collected in the initial Genesis participation, with any difference between deposit-

asset’s absolute value and its value in distribution, the Foundation will invest its share for the transaction. 

Those investments also will be used to cover up the costs of operators’ management, and future projects.

-  For the Foundation, THE 9 token will be distributed as the incentive, within 10% of deposit-assets’ surplus-

value in increase, in respect to that of previous year.

(3)  Explanation on the value-levelling system, in which the transaction stability 

can be secured by connection between token values and transaction.

The value-levelling policy means the balancing the sum of deposit-assets with payment values, and the total 

value of tokens in circulation.

①  By the time of initial Genesis (by the time when the first token begins its sale), the token 
value and deposit assets’ value should be the same.

②  With rise of token value, the sum value of deposit asset will fall in shortage (or conversely, 
the deposit asset’s total value soars as tradeoff of token devaluation); in that case, value-

levelling is run. Its basic structure has two types, in accordance with market situation.

-  If the method of the first market open-recruitment is the IEO, the recruitment will be made for value 

supplementing to cover up the deposit-asset value in shortage. In that case, the THE9 token will be 

applied with limitation policy only for certain periods; no discount policy will be made for IEO recruitment; 

instead, the applied policy will be either with extra charge or with 100% market value.

-  The method of the second market-participation will be more direct one; covering up the deposit-assets in 

shortage through selling THE9-token owned by Foundation in exchange centers, and setting its increased 

value in line with total value of deposit-asset.

The total value of all 
distributed coins

合
The total value of all 

deposit assets

合=
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-  In the value-levelling based on market open-recruitment method, the THE9 token supplied by IEO to meet 

deposit-assets’ value criteria, will be locked up for certain periods except total volumes in distribution. The 

sale fund of THE9 token will be stacked up for the deposit-assets value, to make it proportionate with 

token’s total value.

-  In addition, when the value leveling is made by increasing distribution-volume of THE9 tokens, some of 

locked-up volume will be released and incorporated into the distribution volume, so that the value in 

overall can be stabilized in natural way.

③  The rate of THE9 token-sales participation, in the case of value leveling, will be decided by 
operator and notified in advance.

The increase in the total 
distribution value.

The total value of 
deposit assets(THE9 token)

Sale of 
foundation-
owned THE9 

through 
exchange 
centers

Value-levelling

Accumulation 
of THE9 sale-

prices.

(4) Description on the Policy Structure of Deposit-Asset

The basis of deposit-asset policy is based on the total value for THE9 tokens, and 100% balancing in respect 

to total value of deposit assets. However, 100% is a merely theoretical number, and reality is based on 

maintaining similar values. Given that, though, it should be always over 10%.

When the market value for THE9 token substantially rises, the deposit asset’s relative value over the total 

distribution-value should be less than 10% surplus. When a substantial difference is caused between two, the 

value-leveling system is applied, in order to keep the balance between two.

Of course, this number of 10% is a mere criterion for management strategy allowing reaction on the 

market exchangeability and ecosystem’s change. Therefore, in line with policy guideline for deposit value of 

Foundation, its relative rate over total distribution value can be raised or lowered.

(5) Mileage reward’s structure and policy description

①  The mileage policy is the one providing rewards with THE9 token, for the case in which 
the transaction made with it in any franchise store with kiosk. Based on it, the mileage 
program can be applied in any of the stores all over the world. Such universal access can 
provide another motivation to use it, and could serve for the marketing policy allowing 
customers’ revisits.
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②  Until certain time-point, the THE9 token will be provided as reward which would work 
for the mileage program’s stabilization, broader recognition, and the marketing. And 
after that, with policies differing by each franchise-store, its payment in surplus or 
substandard values will be paid by franchise stores.

③  Those mileage programs can lead to higher-level loyalty of customer users, differentiating 
the franchise stores from the nonmember stores

④  The franchise stores will take responsibility for customers’ mileage transaction, only 
up to the amount of mileage’s total volume secured from the market or foundation. 
The customers can use the mileage in any of franchise stores, but not more than the 
sum secured by franchise store. If foundation’s policy were changed so that its reserve 
deposit-assets were paid to the franchise store, the mileage limitation policy no longer 
applies.

(6) Countries in its main service

Global countries providing step-by-step development in the service for integrative ecosystem formation.

* Currently at the 1st phase: Korea(ROK), U.S.A. and China

* At the second phase: other countries.

4. THE9 TOKEN DeFi Policy

① The marketing of THE9 token will be run as the maximum use of deposit assets

②  THE9 token will be transacted only through 100% installation of kiosks and electronic 
wallets.

③  Defi assets of THE9 token can run in the form of discounted prepurchase for sale goods 
of member franchises who have installed kiosks.

④  The merchant's pre-purchase, which is sold through a kiosk, is accumulated as the THE9 
token Defi asset as much as the profit from the sale. Therefore, which will incresed the 
cumulative value of the Defi assets of the THE9 token.

Pre-purchasing 
the sale goods

Paying for the 
purchase

Applying the 
discount rate

Assets in DeFi
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Sale to the customer 
(in the kiosk)

Pre-purchased 
goods

DeFi 
Revenue Sharing

the principal-price 
for the purchase

Sale profit

Accumulation of deposit assets

⑤  Merchants' pre-purchase products use the big-data on customers' kiosk use; through it, 
the selection and quantity of purchase will be decided.

⑥  Kiosk will be provided free of charge, and within-city stores will be samely provided free 
of charge. Meanwhile, the monthly management-cost shall be minimized and taken as a 
part. On the other hand, the kiosk’s cost-free purchase will take part of deposit-assets.

5. The Token-Economy’s participation policy
①  For THE9 Token-based cryptocurrency-economy, its basic philosophy lies in the 

realization of equal opportunity and value creation for participants, by which sharing-
value economy will come true.

②  The first step toward realization of crypto-economy should begin from fair and right 
starting. All the profits caused by value-increase should be equally and fairly shared 
among all participants who have joined to form the THE9 token’s cryptocurrency-
economy.

③  From the beginning of distribution, all participation processes should be fair, and so 
would be the outcome-value for everyone having joined from the initial platform-phase,

④  The THE9 tokens, which have been distributed to the Foundation and operator’s board 
members, advisors, investors, partners or other involved people, will unlocked-up 
according to policy and will be incorporated into the circulation amount.

⑤  The value creation by the policy is not equivalent with the creation value having been 
obtained by THE9 tokens’ use or market value’s appreciation. It is rather the outcome-
value generated by operators’ effort, and therefore its unlocking-up does not compromise 
the sharing values.
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6. The policy for supply and distribution of the token

[The policy for issuance and distribution, token distribution’s structure, lockup 

and unlock-up]

① Total issuance of THE9 tokens: 10 billion.

② The first distribution-amount of THE9 tokens: 1 billion.

Total issuance-amounts

Items Distributed amounts

Ecosystem 4,000,000,000

Mileage 4,000,000,000

Develop&Operate 1,000,000,000

Marketing 500,000,000

Foundation 500,000,000

 Marketing Develop&Operate  Foundation Mileage Ecosystem

Marketing

5

Foundation

5

EcosystemEcosystem

4040

MileageMileage

4040

Develop&OperateDevelop&Operate

1010

③  The lockup-volume excluded from the total distribution-volume will be set off by 
operation agency’s decision in accordance with its real value, when there is need for 
additional supply of deposit assets.

④  The lockup of IEO-volume, which has been carried out to increase deposition-asset’s 
value, will be lifted when the corresponding time-point has arrived after certain time 
passed, regardless of deposit asset by that time. But if its backup supply causes the 
shortage in the deposit’s sum value, the additional value-levelling will be made for the 
shortfall.

⑤ THE9 tokens are supplied in the following way.

- Pre-announced IEO.

- Direct and indirect market sales.

- Lock-up is off.

- Mileage reward.

- Distribution of generated value by distribution-degree in the deposit

- Incentive.
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⑥  All the related notices will be posted on http://the9company.io, the official site of THE9 
Tokens.

7. Introduction of ongoing business

(1) Business on Progress

①  Distributing Kiosk transaction-system, with aim of installing over 300 thousand facilities for it.

②  Discount-purchase projects for products which serve as payment-in-kind for facility-
management costs, as well as for those to re-sell.

③  Business for discount-purchase of products-package “JUST HOTEL”, which involves in-
room purchase-services for hotel guests.

④  Business for payment/transaction system only for university students and the youth.

⑤  Project of pre-purchasing transaction service "Shared Flex (shared kitchen platform)”, 
the business “Youth Startup Support Project” run by the Youth Forum, and its resale 
products.

⑥  Provision of kiosk transaction-support service, for the other cryptocurrencies with 
registry of THE9 tokens.

⑦  The service of providing  E-tickets  for pre-purchase (e.g., Gifticon) to allow resale 
products of franchises.

⑧  Incentive supporting system for developing “X-Commerce”, Korean tourism-platform 
managed by LKOREA, the joint corporation belonging to China No.1 online travel-agency 
LVMAMA(驢媽媽).

⑨  Shopping service in D-Commerce platform (unmanned delivery/order/payment system), 
where agricultural and livestock products and specialties can be ordered through kiosks 
installed in houses, tourism-centers, public institutions and places as well as offices; 
meanwhile, this ordering system would be run with focus on producer-consumer 
connection.

(2) Introduction: Operation plans for the primary deposit assets.

① ‘JUST HOTEL’ : Platform business in room-service for hotel guests

-  Business Overview: Installation of the "Order-Nine" kiosk, which enables the hotel orders of various 

services like tourist-products package, post duty-free purchase, tourism-information request, food-

delivery, tourism guiding, and rental-car lease.

-  Current status: By now, 30 thousand facilities for it have been installed on “JUST HOTEL” kiosks, 15 

thousand respectively for those located in Jeju Island and Seoul. Meanwhile, most of kiosks are in 300+ 

tourism hotels in those cities.

-  The first step: After negotiation and contracting, the installation and operation have been made for 

facilities in around 15 thousand room in over 200 hotels, those mainly located in Jeju Island. hose kiosk 

facilities provide services like agricultural and livestock products’ sale, late-night delivery services, tourism 

guiding on Jeju attractions, ticket issuance, and rental-car reservation.
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-  The second step: The tourism hotels, being located mostly around tourism attraction in Seoul, will make 

up the package for post duty-free products preferred by foreign guests, and sell them through kiosks.

ORDER9’S role in the hotel

SHOPPING SERVICE

Shopping for tourist 
specialties in Jeju

Parcel service

Special-discount products 
(with inventory handling)

Online shopping for 
post duty-free goods

ROOM SERVICE

Hotel menu’s delivery/
payment

Payment for laundry 
request

Reservation for the 
restaurant

Food delivery

TOUR SERVICE

Ticket purchase in 
tourist attraction

Printing discount-coupon 
for the tourist attractions

Air-ticket purchase

Rental-car reservation

Tourist information

Calling taxi-service

② Kiosk installation franchise maintenance fee for discount purchase on goods on sale.

Business overview: The operator conducts a project to make payment-in-kind for the monthly cost for 

focus on kiosks, which are already installed at nationwide, by its franchises' merchandise. In detail, the 

products for payment-in-kind will be pre-purchased by 20~30% lower price and re-sold to the kiosk users; 

through its profit generation, the deposits' accumulative values will be substantially increased, by the time 

deposit service is applied.

the principal 
- price for the 

purchase

sales profit

Pre-purchasing 
the sales goods
(At 20 - 30% lower price)

THE9 Token 
DeFi-service

sales to the 
customer
(in the kiosk)

sales 
proceeds

paying for the 
purchase

DeFi assets

•Foundation reserve(purchase money)

•The accumulation of funds(THE9 token)

Distribution of Defi business-profits
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8. Roadmap

Along with the expansion of kiosk infrastructure, the platform will be gradually developed. Big data will be 

collected along with development of the primary platform-system, and based on it, the blockchain system 

will be newly formed.

Free supply for 
kiosk:

1st platform 
development

Integrated 
support for 
blockchain 
management.

Generalization 
of kiosks 
(proliferation)

Expanding 
support for the 
distribution and 
logistics

2020~2022 2026~2024~20252022 2023

01 Kiosk free-supply (for over 10,000 devices): with focus on Seoul and Jeju area.

02 Development of the first-stage platform system (blockchain, mileage, and 

industry-specific operation system)

03 Providing blockchain service in linkage with blockchain and data servers.

04 Global installation and management at the nationwide level (already 

distribution complete for over 3 thousands’ machine in China and South-East 

Asia), with expected installation-cases over 50 thousands in Korea (and the 

integrative transaction service are already run in Korea, U.S., and China).

05 upporting distribution with heavier focus on local transactions : providing 

over 100 thousand kiosks.

The THE9 token's transaction service can be provided only when kiosk Dapp and the servers are associated 

with electronic wallet, and only after it is listed on the stock exchange so that the market value by the time 

of transaction would be fully counted.

Plans:

①  It will be newly listed on the domestic and international stock exchange, from the second half of 2021 to 

the first half of 2022. 

②  Until the first quarter of 2022, the electronic-wallet releasement and pilot service will be run in association 

with the kiosk.
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③  Until the second quarter of 2022, we will run leveling value of deposit assets for pre-balancing prior to 

commercialization of its transaction system; and then, until the third quarter in the same year, its remote 

transaction-system for electronic wallet will be released.

④  From the second half of 2022, we will make the proposal and business agreement on the transaction-

supporting service of the kiosk for other cryptocurrencies having been listed so far on the stock exchange.

9. Legal Notices

Please carefully read the following notice before participating in the coil sale. This notice applies to all its 

readers, and please note that the following notice can be modified or updated. If not sur with what you 

will decided even after reading this whitepaper, we advise you to seek for consultation from other experts 

covering law, finance, or tax regulation. 

Also please note that all the information in the whitepaper and homepage are mere references, and do not 

provide direct advice on the THE9-Token purchase. Therefore, all the transaction including its purchase and 

sale are taken on your own responsibility. 

[Legal notice]

This whitepaper of THE9 Token was written for those interested in THE9-Token’s kiosk-platform system, 

service and businesses which are run by THE9 Foundation and its operation agencies, providing detailed 

information including the business overview and roadmaps 

This whitepaper was not written for encouragement of investment and has nothing to do with it. Therefore, 

please note once again that the THE9 Token-Foundation and the operation agency do not take any 

responsibility for the compensation on financial loss in any reader’s investment which would be made with 

reference to this whitepaper.

Since this THE9 whitepaper was written only considering the circumstances by that time, please note: (1) this 

version is not final one; (2) any content in this whitepaper does not assure its consistency for the future; and 

(3) this whitepaper can be updated irregularly.

Especially, please keep in mind that even the contents like cooperation history/plan with partner companies, 

operation history/plan and financial status, were written only the time of writing, and therefore cannot 

guarantee that everything will hold the same for the future. 

[Exclusion of legal responsibility]

We cannot directly state guarantee anything to all of this whitepaper's reader, on any detail written in this 

paper; and neither do we take legal responsibility for it. 

For example, we cannot guarantee on: (1) whether this whitepaper was written based on legitimate rights, 

without violating the third party's rights, (2) whether this whitepaper is commercially valuable, (3) whether 

this whitepaper fits the specific purposes of readers, or (4) whether there is no error at all in this whitepaper.

Such liability exemption is not limited to the mentioned examples, but all the relatable various examples.

[Limitation in the distribution and transmission]

Distributing or disseminating all or part of this white paper may be banned and restricted by certain 

jurisdictions or regulations.

If such restriction applies, you must be aware of the one which could be caused by possessing this whitepaper 
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and comply with related laws. The board, staffs, agents, and partnership companies of THE9 Token Foundation 

and its operation agency do not take any responsibility for it.

If having viewed or possessed this whitepaper by distribution or dissemination, you should not share it with 

any other person or causing any similar situation in any purpose.

[KYC rules for compliance]

Customers who participate in the sale of the THE9 tokens should comply with all belonging and related rules 

with "Know Your Customer (KYC)" certification procedures. Therefore, THE9 Token will do all the efforts as 

follows, in order to provide the best convenience and stability in the usage, based on mutual trust.

• We will comply with all the related laws, including KYC and the Anti-Money Laundering Act (AML).

•  THE9 tokens comply with the Personal Data Protection Law, in order to protect customers' personal data 

including user registry and others.

•  The collected personal data are only used for the token sale, and after its termination all the submitted 

information will be discarded. Further details on the KYC procedure will be updated through homepage 

http://the9company.io, or other data resources.
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